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Undergraduate research experiences are widely regarded as high-impact practices that foster meaningful mentoring relationships, enhance retention and graduation, and stimulate postbaccalaureate enrollment in STEM graduate and professional programs. Through immersion in a mentored original research project, student develop and apply their skills in critical thinking, problem solving, intellectual independence, communication, collaboration, project ownership, innovation, and leadership. These skills are readily transferable to a wide array of future careers in and beyond STEM that are well-served by evidence-based approaches.

The 2019 Society for Neuroscience meeting included a well-attended workshop on integrating research into the curriculum at primarily undergraduate institutions (PUIs). This article is the second of three articles that summarize, analyze, and expand the workshop discussions. In this second article, we specifically describe approaches to transitional research courses that prepare students for independent research experiences such as undergraduate research theses. Educators can intentionally scaffold research experience and skills across the curriculum, to foster participation in scientific research and enhance diversity, equity, and inclusivity in research training. This article provides an overview of important goals and considerations for intermediate undergraduate research experiences, specific examples from several institutions of transitional courses that scaffold research preparation using different structures, and a summary of lessons learned from these experiences.
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INTRODUCTION

Many undergraduates enroll in gateway science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) courses to prepare for careers in the sciences, with only a subset of these students progressing to declare STEM majors, and only a fraction of STEM majors engaging in undergraduate research or capstone projects (Lopatto 2007; Russell et al., 2007; Graham et al., 2013; Freeman et al., 2014; Pinard-Welyczko et al., 2017; Asai, 2020). These culminating research experiences are well regarded as high-impact practices that are particularly effective at addressing the ongoing problem of underrepresentation by numerous underrepresented groups in STEM (Russell et al., 2007; Kuh, 2008; Bangera and Brownell, 2014; Mervis, 2016; Estrada et al., 2018). Subsequently, only a small fraction of students who earn a bachelor’s degree in STEM will go on to earn advanced degrees (National Science Foundation 2010, 2018; Asai, 2020). Helping all students to see themselves as scientists and experience how science is done is an essential goal of programs that recognize that scientific knowledge is best revealed and communicated by diverse scientists and diverse teams (Page, 2007; Kuh, 2008; Hrabowski, 2015; Hofstra et al., 2020). This article focuses on transitional experiences and courses that can bridge the considerable differences between course design and student skills from onset to completion of an undergraduate STEM degree (Freeman et al., 2014; Wiertelak et al., 2018). We recognize that intentional and targeted strategies for preparing and welcoming students to research are needed at multiple points in an undergraduate timeline (Fernandes, 2020). We offer multiple ways to address students’ needs from the first-year undergraduate (Buffalari et al., 2020) to the advanced undergraduate (Chase et al., 2020).

Contrasting Formats within STEM Education

A student’s learning experience in introductory and intermediate STEM courses is typically highly structured. In most courses, students enroll through a standard registration process (equal opportunity) and share the experience with many classmates at similar stages of progression in college. Courses with laboratory components typically meet for two or three class sessions each week, have a weekly lab session, and may also include
The independent learning experience many undergraduates encounter in credit-for-research courses is quite different, and likely unfamiliar to them. Although some institutions achieve universal participation by requiring independent research of all students, for most students, enrolling in independent research requires navigating opaque and unwritten processes. Frequently students need to self-nominate by reaching out to ask a faculty member well in advance if they have room in their lab. This “ask” can feel overwhelming and intimidating for many students, particularly those with limited social capital or knowledge of an institution’s hidden curricula (Smith, 2015; Estrada et al., 2018). Not all students navigate this transition effectively. Some never build up the nerve to ask a professor. Many first-generation students and those from groups underrepresented in STEM may be unaware of research opportunities. Others are aware but find the open and unstructured nature of research unfamiliar, daunting, or discouraging. After obtaining a position in a research lab, the numerous structural supports from traditional courses often give way to fewer or no peers, open scheduling, few discrete assessments, little evaluative feedback, and no tutors or TAs as supplementary instructors (AAAS, 2011; Cartrette and Melroe-Lehrman 2012). Research topics evolve, work is self-directed, failure is likely, trouble shooting is necessary, assistance may be limited, and research trajectories rarely follow their initial plans. Consequently, some institutions are implementing transitional experiences to bridge the significant gaps in format between traditional introductory courses and undergraduate research experiences (Pinard-Welyczko et al., 2017; Wiertelak et al., 2018; Chase et al., 2020).

**Transitional Courses as Scaffolding**

This article focuses on intermediate or transitional courses designed to enable students to expand their skills, knowledge, experience, and confidence in ways that will encourage them to do well in the less structured and more open-ended learning experiences common to advanced independent research. It describes several different course structures designed to scaffold skill development and prepare students for success as beginning researchers investigating original questions with confidence and agency.

The profound differences in structure between college STEM courses and independent research may not be apparent to students transitioning into a research lab (AAAS, 2011; Cartrette and Melroe-Lehrman., 2012; Wilson et al., 2013). To facilitate this transition, faculty members should be explicit with students about the important differences between their experiences taking a lab course versus those engaging in real team-based scientific exploration in the research lab. One author (BL) describes the transition to her students as similar to moving from baking a cake from a mix in a simple kitchen (that has exactly what is needed but nothing more) to preparing a, multi-course meal from scratch in a large commercial kitchen. Starting with a traditional lab course (or cake mix) provides important experience and skills that will be helpful when they enter into wide open research territory that holds considerable potential with far less structure.

To extend this cooking analogy, the transitional research experiences described in this article are designed intentionally to fall between these two extremes, to create intermediate experiences that prioritize learning skills and introduce opportunities for independent thought, but without expecting advanced proficiency. Such transitional courses come in many structures. In this analogy, they might resemble meal kits from a provider such as Blue Apron, carefully scouring cooking blogs and cookbooks to design a novel menu from existing recipes, or a reality cooking show competition with external limitations of ingredients and/or time. Each of these situations allows developing cooks to expand their skills and discover passions and talents.

**Goals for Undergraduate Researchers**

Using the pedagogical best practices of student-centered and backward design, it is important to ask what undergraduate research students must know and be able to do as a result of a successful transition from gateway lab course experiences to independent research projects (Wiggins and McTighe, 2005; Wilson et al., 2016; Wiertelak et al., 2018).

Significant learning goals across all models described here (Figure 1) include objective outcomes, such as a student’s ability to use specific instruments and conduct particular procedures, propose experiments, navigate research literature, and/or produce data. Other learning goals include affective outcomes, such as increased confidence in a lab environment, sustained motivation for a future in STEM, and willingness to examine data carefully and believe them (even when results are unexpected). One of us (MEM) emphasizes that students should embrace unexpected data as the main way that scientists learn new things – even if those things are “only” how to design and run the experiment better next time. Ignoring or trying to hide anomalous data runs the risk of derailing scientific progress (Porter, 2005; Gillen, 2006; Steward and Balice-Gordon, 2014; Firestein, 2012, 2016). Many important scientific discoveries (some that have gone on to earn...
Many STEM curricula preview and encourage examples of transitional courses that prepare students for research. Such experiences facilitate more inclusive research training and recruiting to build interest and confidence in students who might not initially self-nominate for research experiences (Smith, 2015; Estrada et al., 2018). The sections that follow illustrate several specific examples as case studies to demonstrate how building such individual courses into multi-year curricula for research skill development can yield valuable opportunities for helping students develop into independent researchers. From our collective experiences mentoring research students at six different PUIs, getting students involved in our research labs works best when research skills are introduced early and scaffolded across the entire curriculum, rather than being confined within individual courses. We recognize many effective ways to allow students to transition into becoming independent researchers (Mickley et al., 2003; Ramirez, 2012; Dunbar, 2015; Morris et al., 2015; Calin-Jageman et al., 2018).

### Examples of Transitional Courses That Prepare Students for Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective Learning Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Navigate research literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Achieve technical competence with instruments and procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Think critically, solve problems, and trouble-shoot challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Design experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Analyze and interpret data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Affective Learning Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Boost confidence in the research lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sustain motivation for a future in STEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Embrace the value of anomalous data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop resilience and persistence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Value learning from mistakes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. Learning Goals Shared Across Intermediate Undergraduate Research Experiences.**

recognition such as the Nobel Prize) began with early data that did not fit expectations.

Additional hallmarks of success are both objective and affective, such as reinforcing each student's ability to solve problems and persevere despite setbacks and challenges (Figure 1). Thus, successful student research requires nurturing environments that welcome questions, do not expect perfection, and normalize mistakes and failures that happen to all scientists (Schwartz, 2008; Firestein, 2012, 2016). Such nurturing environments avoid blame and reframe mistakes into opportunities for improvement, supporting mindsets around grit and growth (Dweck 2007; Duckworth, 2016; Canning et al., 2019). Similarly, a willingness to ask questions and challenge assumptions is also an important hallmark of success in developing research scientists. Finally, curiosity, dedication, self-motivation, and good time management are required for student success. BL uses a travel analogy to communicate that as part of a research course, they are in the driver's seat. She emphasizes that the student is not alone, and promises to be an active companion who is available to provide maps, gas, and help with directions. Students may begin the journey as a passenger, but they will eventually learn to drive for themselves.

Scaffolding Research Skills: From Introductory Course Group Projects to Research Methods Courses with Individual Projects

**First Research Exposure**

Before students engage in whole courses that immerse them in research, it is important to encourage their curiosity and build skills with some smaller projects, often as extensions of regular introductory training experiments that explore different variables (Buffalari et al., 2020). Intermediate courses can also incorporate this introductory mini-project team model, which produces a cadre of students eager for the more involved transitional research experiences that are the focus of the rest of this article.

Assisting in a Research Lab

To continue student skill building and maintain their research labs, faculty members at Lycoming College each select two to three students from the fall semester’s introductory biology class, based on students’ interests, technical prowess, data ethics, and collaborative skills. These students begin by doing support tasks in individual faculty members’ labs, even as they are progressing through their regular intermediate-level lab courses that also include two to four week-long group research projects. At first, they learn lab basics such as cleaning glassware, making solutions, sterile technique, animal husbandry, operating instruments, and conducting routine procedures (biopsies, DNA extractions, PCR reactions, etc.). Much of this work also supports the faculty member’s regular teaching labs, so new students can be paid as lab assistants through institutional work-study funds. This paid assistant model also enhances diversity among future student researchers by reducing situations in which students are forced to choose between income and research experience. Periodic lab group meetings with the faculty member and the more advanced research students provide motivation and context for how each student’s support work and projects align with the lab’s overall research goals. Sophomores and juniors continue these paid duties, and those who demonstrate reliability and curiosity then shadow projects being conducted by more experienced students in the lab.
Primary Literature
- Lead a primary literature article class discussion

Lab Notebooks
- Develop a student-generated collaborative rubric for lab notebook grading based on review of a selection of previous research student notebooks
- Keep a lab notebook, graded several times during the semester with specific feedback for improvement

Laboratory Skills
- Carry out the proposed research experiments
- Analyze and interpret the data

Proposal Development, Review, and Revisions
- Write an NSF-style research grant proposal
- Simulate grant panel with peer review
- Revise the proposal using peer and mentor feedback

Communicating Research Results
- Present orally to classmates
- Write a research journal-style article (due in sections)
- Create a poster presentation suitable for a scientific conference such as SfN, ASM, etc.

Research Ethics
- Discuss specific scenarios, including role playing of different stakeholders (researcher, principal investigator, institutional ombudsman, journal editor, fellow scientists, etc.)

Continuing in STEM
- Learn how to apply to graduate programs, professional programs, and/or jobs

In this transitional Research Methods course, students learn about the persuasive nature of research articles (Porter, 2005; Gillen, 2006; Osborne, 2010), develop an NSF-style research proposal for their research project, participate in peer review panels with fellow students and the professor, and begin their experiments. This course is taught by a rotating faculty member (instructor of record) each fall, who is the only one to receive contact hour credit, although three to four different faculty members mentor students in their research labs. Students pay regular tuition and receive one course/four credit hours out of a full load of 16 credit hours per semester. They participate in two to three hours per week of formal classroom instruction with the instructor of record and are expected to do six to eight hours of research work per week outside of regularly scheduled class time with their faculty research supervisor. For some students, scheduling time in the lab when the research supervisor is available can be a challenge (see the Structure, Timing and Planning section below). This course strikes a balance between pre-scheduled time with the course instructor and individually scheduled time with the lab project supervisor (often two different faculty members). The research projects are individual, not group efforts. Most students are juniors, although some are seniors who come late to the research program. Making Research Methods a regular catalog course raised the visibility of research opportunities, and it has helped to diversify the group of students engaging in research. Delightfully, most Research Methods students go on to conduct more advanced Independent Study or Honors projects that often build on their Research Methods course projects and experience (Chase et al., 2020). Juniors and seniors also present at regional and national neuroscience meetings (for a list of these, see Chase et al., 2020, Appendix 2; Ramos et al., 2020).

Multi-year Research Transition Within Capstones
An alternate mechanism through which research can be scaffolded across a curriculum is to reconceptualize senior capstone research projects into team projects. Less experienced, transitioning students can take a progression of courses across three years during which they gain research skills while helping to support the seniors’ projects. First- and second- year students at Westminster College take a one-credit research course each year, through which they participate in a senior’s capstone research project and are introduced to the overall research process (Buffalari et al., 2020). Juniors take a two-credit course, Critical Thinking and Writing in Neuroscience, that places a strong focus on the interrogation of the neuroscience literature surrounding a novel experimental question for proposal writing, with continued contributions as a member of a senior-led research team. Seniors then take a four-credit senior...
Research Projects in Lecture plus Lab Courses

A useful scaffolding experience is to build small group research projects into the lab component of intermediate-level courses that also have lecture components. These projects can be carried out over two to four weeks, and have higher expectations for literature engagement and protocol development than typical freshman mini lab projects.

The College of Wooster sophomore-junior level Behavioral Neuroscience course and laboratory is one model of a scaffolded group research experience. Similar to Lycoming’s Introduction to Biology course, students access and read primary scientific literature, cite sources, design small but properly controlled experiments, collect and analyze data, and write a short journal-style article as part of the laboratory component of the course. Because all seniors must complete an independent senior thesis (Chase et al., 2020), this course intentionally scaffolds effective reading of primary research, thinking like a scientist, proposing research experiments with peer review and input, and slowly building expertise in statistical analysis and writing. Over several weeks, in small groups during lab, Behavioral Neuroscience students design rodent research projects, present their experimental rationale and research methods in a “grant panel” poster format, select, refine and conduct a subset of the proposed projects, and use those data for a mini-manuscript. Although students conduct the experiment in small groups, the writing is independent, and often quite varied within a group. With at least two dependent variables by design, students can build different experimental hypotheses and analyze slightly different data from their group mates. Along the way, the writing process is scaffolded with iterative peer-review, beginning with the introduction and methods, a full lab session dedicated to statistical analysis, data reporting and figure development, a full manuscript with peer and instructor review, and then the final paper. This process mimics the senior thesis project in a shortened time frame and with less complexity, so that the students build the skills necessary for later success.

The sophomore/junior-level Neurochemistry and Disease course at Hope College helps transition students from the Introduction to Neuroscience course, where they complete short (four to six week) group research projects (Buffalari et al., 2020), to completion of a year-long senior capstone research experience (Chase et al., 2020). The goals of the course are to continue to build scientific literacy, improve scientific writing, provide more opportunity to develop research expertise, and hone collaboration skills. Students gain valuable experience reading and critically evaluating primary literature in the process of writing a 15-20 page review on a neurochemical disease of their choice. This assignment is highly scaffolded and requires students to read and evaluate at least 20 primary research papers, compile an annotated bibliography, develop a detailed paper outline, and complete multiple drafts that are reviewed by the faculty member and at least two peers. This semester-long project instills important literature analysis skills and writing expertise that will be necessary for writing an NSF-style grant proposal and research manuscript as a part of their senior capstone research project. In the lab, students collaborate across multiple lab sections to contribute to an ongoing structure/function study of a membrane transporter. Pairs of students evaluate how novel mutations in the transporter affect expression, post-translational modification, localization, and function. As a part of this process, students evaluate their findings relative to the other pairs of students in the course, thus developing important communication and collaboration skills which will help prepare them for group research projects in the advanced senior capstone course (Chase et al., 2020).

Group Investigation Courses

Group investigation (GI) courses in the Davidson College biology curriculum allow a faculty member to mentor a small cohort of students conducting original scientific research and/or teach students specific research skills that align with the faculty member’s research program. Prerequisites vary and are determined by each instructor, ranging from an introductory biology course to specific intermediate biology courses. All GIs satisfy an upper-level elective in the major, with some satisfying electives in interdisciplinary minors. Examples include: Light Microscopy, Membrane Transport Mechanisms, Avian Behavioral Ecology, Applied Insect Ecology, Dendrology, Genetics of Mitochondrial Shaping, Genome Editing, Diversity and Extinction Analysis, and Biotoxicity of Hookah Tobacco Smoke. Small teams of
students learn a set of research skills and/or collaborate to conduct research in ways that go far further and deeper than what can typically be accomplished in the weekly lab session of traditional upper-level lab courses. Intentionally less structured than traditional lab courses, yet more structured than independent research, GIs often feature many elements of research methods courses (Figure 2) and may, on occasion, use elements of traditional courses such as quizzes to reinforce specific knowledge or skills.

Each GI develops a unique set of learning objectives, expectations, products, and deliverables. Collaboration, understanding research literature, developing proposals, data collection, analysis, communication, and rigorous research are vital priorities in all GI designs. Despite varied instructional formats, most GIs culminate in students presenting their work at an end-of-year campus celebration of student scholarly work and/or at appropriate scientific meetings. Many GIs also produce preliminary data for grant proposals, foundations for subsequent research projects, and/or contribute to publications.

Group investigations are designed to provide an efficient way for faculty members to mentor research students within a course that counts as a full course within each instructor’s teaching load, and to recognize the importance of providing a variety of accessible opportunities for students to engage in research. Some GIs, such as Light Microscopy or Dendrology, prioritize developing advanced research skills that students may then opt to expand upon via subsequent independent research courses (or summer research). GI designs often include team research projects that are logistically more than what a single student could reasonably accomplish via independent research and other GI designs bring together several students doing largely independent, yet interrelated research projects.

Because GI enrollments use normal course registration mechanisms, they can welcome all students, particularly those who might not yet see themselves as research scientists, might not feel comfortable approaching a professor about research, and/or might not feel prepared to engage in a fully independent research project. Students who enjoy their GI experiences often develop skills, confidence to allow them to continue research subsequently as summer and/or semester projects.

**Sequential Project-Based Research Courses**

Combining many elements of the programs described above, the Psychology Department at Miami University (Oxford, OH) developed a three-semester curricular program (Fall, Winter, Spring) for third and fourth year students without prior research experience. A strong emphasis of the program is the recruitment of students from under-represented populations. The Broadening Undergraduate Research Program (BURP) in Behavioral Neuroscience facilitates independent research for up to 20 students per year (out of ~1000 psychology majors), by organizing them into teams of two to four students who are mentored by a single faculty member. Across the three semesters, groups meet bi-weekly with the instructor to

engage in all aspects of a behavioral neuroscience research project. They develop a research question with testable hypotheses (given program constraints and instructor expertise), design animal experiments, and then collect and analyze their data. Along the way, students also obtain related training, including experience applying for funding (from the department and undergraduate research office), developing and managing an institutional animal care and use protocol, designing and presenting scientific posters, and extensive experience with scientific reading and writing. More information on the advanced stages of this program can be found in the third article of this series (Chase et al., 2020), including a discussion of student assessment, outcomes, and other considerations. Students completing this program can transition directly into independent research, often building on the project they developed in the program.

**LESSONS LEARNED**

**Structure, Timing, and Planning**

Intermediate, scaffolded research experiences require careful structure and planning to provide students with an appropriate balance of structure and independence. Mentors must design projects that fit with student availability and skill levels, communicate clear expectations, and provide accessible resources such as detailed protocols (Ruble and Lom, 2008). Many undergraduates struggle with time management skills. It is often helpful to build structures that encourage (or require) students to begin to discuss research projects with mentors in advance of the start of the term to set expectations early and minimize time lost when students must scramble to find a mentor or project at the start of a term.

The multi-stage experimental process and lack of obvious due dates associated with research experiences may cause students to fall behind more easily than in more structured traditional courses. Thus, setting regular benchmarks is essential to helping students build effective time management strategies. Benchmarks can vary considerably in nature, from lab notebook checks to quizzes on lab protocols, to quotas of accrued lab time, to deadlines for performing specific procedures. In addition, few undergraduates transitioning into research have large chunks of time available to devote to the execution of lengthy procedures in full compliance with lab safety regulations, given obligations such as work, family, other courses, and numerous extracurricular activities. Thoughtfully breaking projects up into smaller and shorter pieces that can fit into a busy undergraduate schedule and/or can be conducted by a coordinated team of students is a crucial component for both research effectiveness and lab safety.

**Communication**

Undergraduate researchers benefit greatly from regular communication with their research mentor and fellow research group members. The overall project plan and desired skill development goals should be frequent topics of
In addition, celebrating successes of all sizes along the way is important to remind students that they are discovering new knowledge and that they are capable of generating publishable data. At such early points in their research experiences, students frequently need help seeing the relationship of their small part in the lab’s research to its larger goals. Student awareness of big picture goals can help to sustain motivation during slow learning curves and technical difficulties. It is important to encourage students to think beyond what their hands are doing that day, to their relationship to the broader scientific enterprise. Meeting with undergraduate researchers one-on-one at least weekly, in addition to their team meeting time, is a best practice.

One of us (BL) uses an approach in which students respond to five questions each week to chart their research progress. This approach also normalizes asking questions and provides a mechanism for students to communicate their needs (Campbell and Lom, 2006). When such frequent and individual communication is not feasible, regular group meetings can foster an awareness of the importance of teamwork in science. Moreover, a wide variety of apps (GroupMe, Trello, Google Docs, Slack, etc.) can help to coordinate sequential work that requires multiple students to complete specific tasks in order and track outcomes.

Beginning researchers not only need regular communication with their mentor and peers, but that communication must be bidirectional and open (Ramirez, 2012). Students need to feel empowered to ask any questions that occur to them, and they need to know that they are not expected to know everything, although they are expected to ask questions. Often their previous educational experiences have discouraged asking questions that might reveal what a student does not (yet) know or suggested that their questions are not worth asking. Some international students may come from educational or cultural backgrounds in which asking questions of the instructor is considered disrespectful or insulting. Modeling and rewarding curiosity and questioning behaviors are critically important to developing essential skills in young research scientists. Hearing a research mentor say “I don’t know, let’s try to figure that out” empowers students to ask their own questions. One author (DB) starts with an icebreaker to normalize the practice of saying “I don’t know” out loud, in which students ask questions they expect are unanswerable.

In addition, celebrating successes of all sizes along the way is an important part of lab communication. Developing lab traditions that build community and identity as well as sharing genuine enjoyment of the daily process of research are as essential for undergraduates working in their first research lab as they are for sports teams to create a positive and collaborative environment. These traditions and celebrations may be as simple as a spontaneous dance break in lab, to a recognition at a lab meeting, to lab outings.

**Pipelining in Undergraduate Research Labs**

Devoting time to setting up a skills pipeline in a PUI research lab where more senior students help to train and mentor newer students yields dividends in faculty time saved. Pipelining also boosts student abilities to collaborate and understand the interdependency of the members of a research team. Promoting continuity in the lab skills of the entire group from one year to the next is another desirable outcome of such intentional skills scaffolding or pipelining. One author (MEM) engages her undergraduate students in planning this skills pipeline, drafting charts of the projects going on in the lab, the skills they require, and which students should be learning these skills across their three or four years with the lab. This process has the added effect of ensuring that each student sees a pathway forward, has peer role models, and maintains an awareness of his/her place in the larger project(s) over time. Consciously choosing a diverse group of students early in their STEM careers and providing them with lab experiences that promote autonomy and responsibility is a good way to foster diversity and inclusivity for the scientific community going forward (Wilson et al., 2012; Haeger and Fresquez, 2016).

**BENEFITS**

**Improved Research Training & Community**

Many of the curricular models described in this article were created to help organize and improve the quality of student research in a department or on a campus. At the level of individual students, important benefits included improved training in the practice of science by ensuring that students understand the full context of their individual contributions within larger research projects. Course designs and research practices that encourage students to develop proposals, do experiments, collaborate as a research team, read primary literature, think critically about experimental design, learn from failures and roadblocks, and write scientifically prepare undergraduates for successful subsequent, more independent research experiences. The transitional or scaffolded experiences described here often encourage and prepare students to develop a proposal for a thesis and/or apply for competitive summer research positions such as NSF Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU). Additionally, many students also begin to experience a sense of belonging and co-ownership of the research enterprise in a research lab. The benefits of role models and mentors are many (Kuh, 2008; Hayes, 2018; Wiertelak et al., 2018; Krim et al., 2019), with a sense of belonging known to be particularly important for retaining students from underserved populations (Wilson et al., 2012; Haeger and Fresquez, 2016; Estrada et al., 2018).

At the level of a faculty member’s research program, benefits from scaffolded research training can include reduced data loss, reduced need for retraining, and improved habits in documentation and record keeping, which can powerfully enhance continuity between students as they enter and exit an ongoing research project. At the level of the department or campus, intermediate courses and scaffolded research designs have fostered closer relationships and understanding between faculty members’ research areas, including some new collaborations. At the level of the broader scientific community, students gain...
experiences attending and presenting at scientific meetings (where some return to campus with awards), and build morale and expectations of excellence (for a list of these meetings, see Chase et al., 2020, Appendix 2).

**Improved Diversity, Equity, and Research Access**

Access to undergraduate research opportunities is not equal; students from populations underrepresented in STEM often experience reduced participation (Kuh, 2008; Weekes, 2012; Wilson et al., 2012; Ramos et al., 2017; Estrada et al., 2018; Martinez-Acosta and Favero, 2018). Most examples of intermediate or transitional research experiences described here were intentionally designed to enhance equity in access to research for all students. Making research experiences accessible through routine course registration systems that are open to all students can improve access for students who do not have the confidence or social capital to ask to work in a faculty member's lab. Similarly, when research experiences are required for all majors, issues of who gets to do research or limits on research participation are reduced or eliminated. In particular, formats that scaffold research throughout the undergraduate curriculum build a culture where all majors observe research as something available to or expected of all students.

Improving economic fairness is an important goal when determining who gets access to do research and potentially become a scientist. When research is a standard academic expectation (rather than an add-on), it becomes more accessible to all students, and is less likely to exclude students who simply cannot afford to take time away from other responsibilities to participate in research. At Lycoming College, the Board of Trustees chair was so impressed by the outcomes of a scaffolded research curriculum that a new research fellowship program was created to pay students a stipend and provide a small supply budget to carry out for-credit honors research projects (Chase et al., 2020). Such fellowships ensure that qualified students can take time off from a campus job to focus on their research, increasing the equity, diversity, and inclusiveness of the campus research culture.

**Improved Research Products**

When undergraduate research projects are organized and coordinated, research productivity can improve considerably for both the students and for their faculty mentors. By scaffolding students and supporting their transition from learning about science in a traditional course format to creating new scientific knowledge through an independent research project, student participation in presentations and publications become more natural and achievable outcomes of undergraduate research. Student presentations and publications are obviously beneficial to students applying to graduate and professional programs and employment. These same research products also help their mentors establish themselves as productive scholars in their field, can provide preliminary data to support grant applications, and provide evidence of productivity for tenure and promotion.

**Teaching Credit for Research Mentoring**

Several examples described in this article directly help faculty members with high teaching loads to gain critically important contact-hour credit for supervising student research. Similarly, when teaching credit is provided for mentoring undergraduate research, faculty members have more time and energy available to accomplish their scholarly research objectives and contribute to scientific knowledge. At many institutions, the labor of mentoring and training research students remains an expected responsibility that is not recognized with pay and/or as a component of a teaching load. Supporting course mechanisms wherein a faculty member's teaching and research can interact synergistically, as described in this article, is particularly helpful at critical points in an academic career.

**CHALLENGES**

**Team Dynamics**

Not all students will emerge as natural researchers, contributors, or leaders in a research environment, due to variability in ability, interest, understanding, and/or time constraints (either voluntary or imposed by economic necessity to work for pay). Additionally, in team situations, interpersonal conflicts, miscommunications, and procedural errors are challenges to be expected. Clear policies regarding team conduct including communication within teams, processes for raising issues, and the consequences of a lack of team participation are helpful in addressing these challenges. This learning process is also useful even for students who will go on to careers outside of neuroscience (Akil et al., 2016).

An additional challenge is designing scaffolded structures for students entering the process at all levels, with differing needs, experiences, commitments, and even at times different majors, given the interdisciplinarity of neuroscience. Strategies to reduce this tension include giving senior students responsibility as teaching or learning assistants, leading discussions, providing peer editing, and engaging in pedagogy directly. Pipelining more and less experienced students together in group projects or research support tasks can also help to reduce this hurdle.

The team dynamics within and between departments and faculty members engaged in research programming can also represent a challenge. Implementing the multi-year, scaffolded research skill models described here requires detailed and realistic advance discussions among faculty members to produce coordinated courses and syllabi, and this takes time. Cooperating to educate the students about how the research training program works across the curriculum also takes thought and time. Some faculty members may need encouragement and/or assistance to revise existing courses, design new courses, or develop new collaborations that use research-based approaches. This burden may be especially high for junior or pre-tenure faculty, who must develop their own research agendas while figuring out how to integrate them into existing course...
structure and the broader curriculum. At our respective institutions, however, we have found that the results for both students and faculty members are worth this investment in effort.

**Grading and Assessment**

Assessment of student learning can also be challenging for research mentors. Careful advance planning that matches student research-learning goals not only to student research course activities, but also to explicit assessment methods, enhances the students’ experience and saves the faculty member grading time (Wilson et al., 2016). Some research courses with frequent check-ins and/or lengthy writing assignments can pose a significant burden on faculty time. When available, campus resources such as teaching assistants, writing centers, and peer tutors can somewhat lighten the load. In addition, expectations for the quality and/or quantity of research may differ by student stage or type of research, making communication again critically important. Having current students read the work products of past students can provide students with examples of acceptable and/or exceptional work. Strategies wherein students and mentors collaboratively articulate specific goals and expectations can guide end-of-term evaluations in ways that are transparent and fair and can reduce potential mismatches between student and faculty understandings of how student research efforts are evaluated.

At the level of institutional assessment, the diversity of specific local financial and staffing constraints often hampers the development of uniform assessment tools that are applicable across different research labs, departments, programs, and institutions. The terminology used to describe these research experiences varies wildly across institutions (see Chase et al., 2020, Appendix 1 for a summary of terminology). Therefore, institutional-level assessments of undergraduate neuroscience research training are usually developed within each program’s unique constraints (Muir, 2015). Some common “core” student outcomes, however, can be applied across institutions (Figures 1 and 2; APA, 2013; Wilson et al., 2016). An increased use of common assessments may promote evaluation of the impacts and benefits of undergraduate research beyond program- or institution-specific levels (APA, 2013).

**Funding and Staffing**

Covering the costs of instrumentation and supplies for undergraduate research can be challenging, particularly for under-resourced campuses. In addition to material costs for reagents and instruments, undergraduate research also requires staff support for research logistics such as lab safety, animal care, reagent preparation, purchasing, inventory, etc. To support a robust and meaningful undergraduate research program, faculty mentors are often forced to invest considerable time in the traditional duties of a lab technician, such as procuring supplies, maintaining instruments, seeking or developing inexpensive alternatives, training students in routine procedures, and ensuring organized and safe working environments. Advocating for the hiring of lab managers who can assist with safety and inventories can help with this time demand. Conscious planning a skills pipeline with the undergraduate research group or class can also relieve some of this pressure on the faculty member, while building student confidence and capabilities. Some PUIs have modest internal funds to purchase supplies for student research. Others have explicit student research positions with small supply and/or travel budgets.

Mentoring undergraduates as they begin to transition into independent researchers is necessarily a labor-intensive practice requiring considerable individual attention and time investment by faculty members. Moreover, undergraduate neuroscience programs recently have experienced remarkable growth and popularity (Ramos et al., 2016), making it especially challenging for many institutions to offer enough seats in neuroscience courses, driving course ceilings higher, and/or limiting the number of neuroscience students in the major. These constraints can reduce student access and equity of opportunity and increase faculty workload. Thus, several of the course strategies described in this article were developed in response to these pressures of high student demand and scarce staffing and resources.

**MINDING OUR MISSION**

The most important things faculty mentors can give to their students are their time, their attention, and new opportunities to learn and develop. Undergraduate research is a high-impact active learning practice that can take many forms to influence the trajectory of a young scientist’s education, confidence, and motivation to become a scientist (Lopatto, 2007; Kuh, 2008; Freeman et al., 2014). Consequently, cultivating rich environments that support undergraduate research opportunities at the beginning, intermediate, and advanced levels of an institution’s neuroscience curriculum is foundationally essential. Beyond benefitting individual students and mentors, undergraduate research also supports the future of the increasingly collaborative scientific enterprise. To address our most challenging and timely questions about how behavior and the brain in both health and disease, neuroscience desperately needs talented and diverse young minds (Page, 2007; Hrabowski, 2015; Hofstra et al., 2020). As Barres (2018) appropriately noted, “Diverse perspectives drive innovation. Diverse young scientists frequently are successful because they enter a field and see the same old data in completely new ways.” Consequently, it is imperative that as scientists and as educators we ensure that the next generation of scientists get frequent opportunities to generate and engage with original data, whenever and however possible. Even small research opportunities can have meaningful, long-term impacts that will pay many future dividends for the student, the mentor, and society.
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